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INTRODUCTION

I

n spring 2020, as the COVID-19 public health
lockdowns unfolded, an unprecedented wave of
displaced workers applied for unemployment
insurance (UI). But in many cases, getting UI to these
millions of workers was a fraught process.
“I don’t have home Internet, because I had gotten rid of
it a few years ago to save money,” a Washington, D.C.based barista who wanted to remain anonymous told
us in June 2020. “I had to file for unemployment on the
phone, and I called every day for about a week-and-ahalf before I got through. And when I got through, I had
been on hold for about six-and-a-half hours. It was 12
weeks before I received unemployment.”

Unfortunately, stories like this were the norm, rather
than the exception. States were hard pressed to
process claims accurately and quickly, because UI
application processes rely heavily on a staff member
making decisions about claims, even for applications
filed online. Hiring new staff and contractors was
a necessary first step, but it often added friction
since it can take years for staff to fully onboard. (In
California, the training manual is 800 pages long and
UI call center staff training typically takes at least
six months.1) And even though Congress passed
unusually generous expansions to UI in March 2020’s
CARES Act, that relief didn’t get out quickly enough
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to end users like the barista above. These systems
failures imposed deeper costs by further eroding trust
in government.
These high-profile UI breakdowns were rooted in
more than 30 years of declining funding in broader
labor market programs, including cuts to the
technology, staff capacity, and data infrastructure
that support them.2 Since the 1980s, policymakers
have intentionally cut these programs and services,
tightened eligibility requirements, and decentralized
program administration and governance.
Decentralization gave states and local areas more
control, but with fewer resources; it also produced a
landscape in which the resulting 53 systems across
U.S. states and territories became more divergent
from each other over time, with different benefit levels,
processes, and more customized data systems.
This nationally uneven and under-resourced setup has
negative consequences beyond access to UI benefits.
Variation across systems makes it hard for federal
policymakers to boost national capacity in a crisis or
update security measures quickly and cost-effectively.
And it is time-consuming and challenging for state
and local programs to securely share data across
programs.
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At a fundamental level, the state of these systems
hampers our ability to understand short- and longterm changes in the labor market and economy, such
as the dynamics of jobs, industries, and regions. The
lack of access to timely and disaggregated data hurts
the ability of state or local employer services staff to
identify businesses that need technical assistance,
which could prevent layoffs or spur job growth.
It is also a barrier for local staff at a job center to
access data to customize their outreach to specific
populations of workers—such as veterans or workers
impacted by a mass layoff event like the public health
lockdowns—and prevent them from falling through the
cracks.3
As policymakers debate how to fix our UI systems,
it is important to situate UI benefits in the larger
ecosystem of labor and education data systems,
which suffer from many of the same root problems as
UI benefit delivery.4 Simply throwing billions of dollars
at 53 separate systems over a short time frame will
not address the root problems, as we learned from
the previous effort to modernize UI after the Great
Recession—only one out of five of those projects was
completed on time, on budget, and with the required
functionality.5
This report takes a closer look at what it will take to
succeed. Although the framework offered here applies
broadly to labor and education data systems, we focus
on labor market information, employment, and training
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systems, such as those administered through the
Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA).6
The COVID-19 crisis offers a unique opportunity to hit
the reset button on these systems and embark on a
more holistic redesign guided by basic principles of
continuous improvement grounded in user experience
and improving equity in access. We convened three
roundtables with 19 local workforce board leaders,
state data systems experts, national civic technology
experts, and other subject matter experts to inform
this report on transforming labor and education data
systems in the U.S.7
The first section of the report provides context to
explain what the key elements of this ecosystem
are and what functions the different systems play.
We then outline four key problems: 1) misaligned
culture and incentives to center the user experience;
2) procurement and data ownership challenges; 3)
outdated policy and legal frameworks, as well as low
capacity; and 4) gaps in coverage. The next section
discusses lessons that the civic technology movement
can bring to digital transformation efforts in labor and
education systems. We then present case studies
of existing efforts to improve labor and education
data systems to identify approaches that could be
supported and scaled. Subsequently, we articulate
a vision to guide digital transformation efforts
moving forward. We conclude with a set of policy
recommendations.
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THE KEY ELEMENTS AND PROBLEMS OF LABOR
AND EDUCATION DATA SYSTEMS

I

n most states, the technology, administrative data,
and processes for labor and education programs
are highly fragmented by program or funding
stream. States’ internal legacy systems—as opposed
to custom software systems procured from a thirdparty vendor—tend to be more than 30 years old and
have become difficult and expensive to maintain, as
exemplified by New Jersey Governor Phil Murphy’s
plea for COBOL programmers at the height of the
UI applicant surge in 2020.8 State data systems are
also highly vulnerable to fraud and data breaches,
and many states suffered from organized UI fraud
incidents throughout the pandemic (despite having
cumbersome detection processes in place, which
create bottlenecks for getting relief out).9,10
Nevertheless, this ecosystem is critical for the
information it gathers about the labor market and
how it is changing—also known as “labor market
information.”11 UI wage records, a foundational
part of the ecosystem, feed into the U.S. Bureau of
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Labor Statistics’ Quarterly Census of Employment
and Wages, and they are the primary data source
for assessing the effectiveness of governmentfunded career, training, and education services. WIOA
requires these programs to track the performance of
participants to determine what share of them got a job,
kept a job, and how much they are earning.
Career navigation systems are another key component
of the labor and education ecosystem. These
platforms help job seekers explore their career
options, offering information about assessments,
resume templates, job postings, or links to resources
such as transportation. They also allow employers to
post job descriptions, review resumes, and message
candidates. However, the tools currently available vary
widely across states and are not generally set up to
maximize value for the end user, such as by offering
options like chat bots for assistance, occupationspecific access to virtual networking opportunities, or
aggregating job data from various other job boards.
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Given the vast expansions to online learning and
training opportunities in the private sector, these
platforms also could be a valuable portal for directing
people to quality tools and opportunities, such as
bootcamps, that have demonstrated evidence of
positive impacts and guidance to help people avoid
providers that are fraudulent or misleading.
If designed to allow secure linkages, this ecosystem
could hold an immense trove of data. For example,
employers could more easily and more often report
the required wage, hours, and earnings data in a
semi-automated fashion. Such a system could also
allow employers to request business services or

notify state and local agencies when they lay off
employees or reduce hours. Coordinated intake forms
across programs and agencies could give users the
option to share their information rather than having to
visit multiple offices to fill out the same information
on different intake forms. States or the federal
government could build secure platforms for linking
data that would allow a job seeker or a frontline staff
person to see what other services the person may be
eligible for or target messages to a specific population,
which is especially relevant for supporting people
with multiple barriers to employment or for small- and
medium-sized employers that need specific types of
support. A table of the key labor and education data
systems in the WIOA ecosystem is in the Appendix.

Unemployment insurance data is used by multiple agencies and programs to verify employment and income
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Labor market information tells us how and where jobs
are growing or declining, and helps us understand
structural and cyclical changes happening to
businesses, industries, workers, and job structures that
may require policy attention. The more information
labor market source data contains and the more
frequently it is received, the more is known about jobs
and the economy.
UI wage records form the backbone of this labor
market information ecosystem, representing one
of two main sources of data (the other being tax
information, which is generally collected only on an
annual basis).12 Nationally, states do not capture
accurate, consistent, and timely wage record
information from employers. It typically takes six to
nine months for the UI wage records to be reported,
cleaned, and updated. Inconsistencies in how states
collect UI wage record data from employers forced
lawmakers to choose a flat UI benefits supplement in
the CARES Act rather than a more precise percentage
of previous wages, because some states did not
have the data or in-house capabilities to calculate
it.13 Moreover, most states require employers (or their
contractors) to report this information manually each
quarter rather than being able to automate or semiautomate reporting from payroll.
Existing UI wage record data systems present at least
two major problems for local program managers and
training providers. Because it typically takes six to
nine months for the UI wage record data to reflect in
performance measures, it is hard for these programs
to know how effective their programs are in time to
be responsive. This is especially problematic during
major economic shocks, such as the COVID-19
lockdowns. With the delays and often very aggregatelevel labor market information from the state or
federal government, local program managers typically
have to make major program decisions in a data
vacuum. For local program leaders, the exclusion
of many types of workers in UI wage records also
means that their performance outcomes are likely an
undercount of earnings and employment, unless they
purchase supplemental data such as private payroll
data. This is why many local leaders feel the need to
devote significant staff resources to tracking down
participants after they exit the program to manually
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With the delays and often very aggregatelevel labor market information from the
state or federal government, local program
managers typically have to make major
program decisions in a data vacuum.

collect paystubs, which takes scarce staff time away
from direct services to job seekers.
If we seek to avoid repeating wasteful investments in
digital transformation, we must understand the root
causes. This section offers a high-level framework to
guide a more robust diagnosis of the problem.

1. A misaligned culture for fully
utilizing data to prioritize program
users’ needs
We have identified three main problems with
dominant mindsets and incentive structures in labor
and education programs, which undermine the
accessibility of programs and services for the end
user.
First, labor and education systems prioritize risk
mitigation, quantity-oriented performance metrics, and
compliance over the needs and experiences of the end
user. For example, anti-fraud measures historically
have had top priority in UI benefits processes to
prevent abuses, but during the pandemic surge in
claims, many states tried to shift priorities to getting
relief out faster and implement new processes for
newly eligible populations under the CARES Act.
However, existing anti-fraud measures were baked into
the application process and led to major bottlenecks.
Even in normal times, education providers cannot
easily gain access to UI wage record data from the
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labor agency to comply with WIOA Eligible Training
Provider List requirements. As a result, data-sharing
agreements have taken years to complete, holding up
progress on other aspects of the system, including
gathering user experience information.
“[WIOA] is seven years old in June, and we haven’t
gotten past performance accountability,” a statelevel participant in our policy roundtable noted. “We
haven’t gotten past data cleaning. We haven’t got
past anything, which means we haven’t gotten to the
parts that really matter, which is the use of data to
innovate what we do and ensure that the people who
we’re serving and the employers who we’re serving are
getting better results.”
The institutional and legal setup puts state career staff
and legal department staff in a position where they
feel that they are taking on a high level of risk to their
own career if they sign off on sharing data that later
results in a data breach or improper use of the data.
This is a strong incentive to delay and undermine datasharing that would ultimately benefit the end user and
program staff within the system, who could use the
data to better meet the holistic needs of workers and
learners regardless of which agency a given service is
based in.
Local workforce development board staff in our
roundtables reported that they have no way to know
what other programs an individual is enrolled in or
what other programs they may be eligible for, because
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the data is not linked, so all they can do is refer
someone to a partner. From the end user’s perspective,
that means having to go to multiple offices and fill
out numerous intake forms that collect the same
information before the user can get the full array of
support they are entitled to.
The second key problem with how technology and
data management are institutionalized in labor and
education programs is the lack of consistency in how
states approach digital transformation and collect
data elements. The lack of a shared blueprint slows
down progress—such as implementing a grantfunded modernization effort—in some states more
than others. Different programs and agencies collect
the same data in different ways, which makes it
challenging to link data even if it is shared.
UI was designed to be a state-federal partnership,
and over time, states have become more assertive
in exercising their authority to decide income
requirements, benefit amounts, and benefit
durations.14,15 This has produced an uneven landscape
of program rules and processes that makes it hard for
Congress to pass legislation and implement reforms
that are feasible across all states. The Commission
on Evidence-Based Policymaking took some steps
toward enhancing cross-agency coordination of data
collection at the federal level in 2016, but according to
our roundtable members, it did not go far enough.
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Data dictionaries—which lay out the data objects,
elements, definitions, validation, format, and
other characteristics of a data system to improve
consistency—are inconsistent across states, programs,
and federal agencies.16 The lack of consistency in
data collection and validation procedures negatively
impacts the end user experience and increases the
overall level of effort required for data entry and data
cleaning throughout the ecosystem.
“One of the problems that we see in unemployment
insurance is the format of the data from one place to
the other,” a civic technologist who participated in the
roundtable said. “Can you have a name of any length,
short or long? Can your name have special characters?
Can it have accents? Can it have non-Roman letters
that would be able to be used by a QWERTY keyboard?
How does it handle multiple names if it is a really
common nickname? I was talking to a friend the
other day, and her legal name is Guangcheng but she
goes by Grace. All of her employers call her Grace
and most of her files are as Grace, but her actual
name is Guangcheng. So if she were to apply for
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unemployment insurance, that would probably break a
bunch of things.”
The use of different data dictionaries across federal
agencies and programs impedes the ability of federal,
state, and local area programs to link and align data
systems. It also contributes to the proliferation of
separate and duplicative intake forms, which has dire
implications for equity in program access and user
experience because it introduces several potential
bottlenecks for the end user and diverts staff time
away from direct service by necessitating duplicative
data entry. Local workforce board leaders in our
roundtables noted that even though they spend 30%
to 50% of staff time on data reporting and compliance
to achieve performance metrics, most do not have
access to UI wage record data to inform how they
deliver services or tell the story of their program’s
impact. Even if they do have access, the data is often
too outdated or incomplete to provide useful analytics
for program management, such as advising job
seekers on jobs that are growing in the region.
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Snapshot: The lack of national data standards undermines WIOA’s customercentered vision
One of the key objectives of the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) and subsequent federal
guidance is, “To create a seamless, customer focused one stop delivery system that integrates service
delivery across all programs and enhances access to the programs services.”17 The guidance explicitly
recognizes that achieving this goal requires high-quality and integrated data that policymakers, job seekers,
and employers can access. In addition, it specifically calls for coordinated intake and streamlined data entry
as a priority for customer-focused service delivery and for the importance of informed consent for individuals
to decide how their data is used and shared.
However, states have struggled to implement WIOA’s vision because of legal and policy barriers. For example,
one roundtable member reported that the six WIOA core programs have different rules for defining “entry”
that shape how and when they collect information from the program user about the individual’s barriers to
employment. Even if a person applies for Department of Labor (DOL) workforce programs and Vocational
Rehabilitation (under the Department of Education) on the same day, the data is collected differently. The
DOL allowed for common definitions of program entry for the WIOA core programs under its jurisdiction, but
the Department of Education’s core programs (such as Vocational Rehabilitation) do not share them. The
roundtable member reported that the state asked the Department of Education if they could share barrier
questions from DOL program data to avoid re-asking the same questions, but the agency did not allow it. In
effect, this prevents coordinated intake and streamlined data entry.
The lack of alignment at a federal level in how data elements are defined and captured creates multiple
challenges down the chain of data systems and program processes. States continue to ask the end user for
the same information multiple times, have staff re-enter data multiple times, and maintain duplicate data
fields for different programs in their systems. When states create reports on program participation and coenrollment, reports for programs show different counts for the same set of people. This creates confusion
for researchers and other stakeholders who are trying to interpret the data to analyze program impact, and
requires more training for staff and researchers to clarify how the data elements are created differently. It also
requires that state IT staff set and maintain program-specific rules for automated data validation procedures
rather than being able to work with one field across programs.

What should the federal government do?
At the federal level, a multi-agency task force should be established to develop a standard data dictionary and
data management blueprint for a set of commonly collected data elements and shared rules around program
entry and exit. This task force should include individuals with expertise in state-level data collection from the
beginning, to be able to flag potential challenges with implementation. Having this shared underlying national
structure for data across multiple federal agencies will reduce the administrative burdens on job seekers,
employers, program staff, and other stakeholders. It will also increase transparency, improve data quality, and
save public resources that are currently necessary for training, duplicative data validation procedures, and
data management.
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Moreover, the UI wage records, as a foundational data
source for many uses, are onerous for employers
to report every quarter. Changing how employers
report wage record data has to be done carefully to
preserve security for employers, while also getting
their buy-in for a more automated and nationwide
reporting process.18 States collect UI wage records
from employers differently. Because the data is often
entered manually, these datasets tend to have data
quality problems and are delayed in their release for
six to nine months. With a handful of exceptions, state
UI wage records data also does not have occupational
information or information about employer-provided
training that could inform policy or program decisions.
The third major problem that undermines usercentered design of labor and education programs is
that the programs are not transparent to the end user.
The COVID-19 economic crisis led to major changes
in eligibility for many programs, which ultimately
made the process for accessing programs even more
confusing than it already was. For example, even
before the pandemic, state formulas for determining UI

eligibility and benefits amounts varied wildly and were
opaque. The formulas are often difficult for program
staff to understand—let alone a displaced worker
who is experiencing high levels of anxiety and may be
confused about what they are eligible for.
By creating three entirely new programs and relaxing
rules such as work search, the CARES Act made
this process even more challenging for end users to
decipher because the rules were changing, information
about them was scarce, and many workers were
accessing UI for the first time.19
In addition, there are racial disparities in who is
covered and who receives UI benefits.20 In one survey,
Black workers represented 16% of the unemployed,
but only 9% received UI, and Latino or Hispanic
workers represented 23% of the unemployed, but
only 10% received UI.21 This suggests that state UI
programs reproduce historical patterns of racial and
ethnic inequality either by design, through program
implementation, or both.

The state formulas to qualify for unemployment insurance are not easy for
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2. Procurement, development, and
ownership challenges
As states’ internal resources for WIOA-funded
programs have declined and many lack staff capacity
to maintain and improve their legacy systems, states
began outsourcing the development of management
information systems by procuring wholesale custom
systems from third-party vendors. Commonly known
as “waterfall” software development, this approach
to updating management information systems
involves building an end-to-end custom system for
the state, often based on an off-the-shelf template.
These large-scale, multi-million dollar procurements
can take many years to reach completion and have
a high risk of failure, over-expenditures, and user
experience challenges once they are rolled out due
to their sheer complexity and limited opportunities to
gather sufficient feedback from end users during the

development process.23 For example, Rhode Island’s
2016 contract with Deloitte to streamline 15 legacy
systems into a Unified Health Infrastructure Project
(UHIP) for multiple programs ended in severe cost
overruns, litigation, fines from the federal government,
and 15,000-person backlogs for assistance.24
When states procure large-scale custom systems, they
rarely do so with end user experience and equitable
access as a priority. In fact, some states intentionally
build them to be hard for end users to access, because
that helps them replenish their UI trust funds—which
were at very low levels in the years following the Great
Recession of 2007 to 2009. The wide-ranging authority
states have to set UI income eligibility, benefit
amounts, and benefit durations translates, in practice,
to a disincentive for states to make their systems
easy to use, and there are few considerations for
those with barriers such as limited English proficiency

Waterfall versus agile software development

WATERFALL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

State

Private vendor
custom system

AGILE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Private vendors

State

State system
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or low digital literacy for accessing UI, even though
it is an entitlement program.25 The state of Florida
is an egregious example of this practice; before
the pandemic, the state contracted with Deloitte to
overhaul their UI benefits system and deliberately
requested a system that was designed to create
barriers to accessing benefits.26
Another challenge with waterfall development is that
states can get locked into a particular platform due
to the high sunk costs of building a custom system
that is compliant with a state’s specific labor law and
policies in an environment where there is very little
consistency across states.27 The federalist devolution
of authority in UI and other labor systems to states
creates an unsustainable need for each state to build
a wholesale custom system rather than being able
to achieve economies of scale and reduce costs by
sharing system components or software services.
The high cost of custom procurement means that
it would be very costly to switch providers once the
fundamentals of a platform or system are in place,
essentially giving the third-party provider a monopoly
and very little incentive to innovate or prioritize
improving user experience.
Finally, many decisionmakers conceptualize
digital transformation as just a technology change
(hardware or software), rather than a more holistic
transformation of the data, technology, policy, and
processes to achieve specific goals. Even with the
technology-focused approach, there is a tendency
for policymakers to engage technologists late in the
rulemaking process, which separates the substantive
policy conversation about process reforms from the
technological changes and data science solutions
that can be utilized to support them. This often leads
to major delays in implementation due to technical
challenges that the legislation or guidance did not
consider. Small changes to program performance
metrics and reporting requirements are resourceintensive to implement because changes to them
happen rule-by-rule and law-by-law without necessarily
being rooted in an overarching data framework
that embraces the full set of data and technologies
available.
Despite the drawbacks of waterfall development,
states continue to make these large, wholesale
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The federalist devolution of authority in UI
and other labor systems to states creates
an unsustainable need for each state to
build a wholesale custom system rather
than being able to achieve economies of
scale and reduce costs by sharing system
components or software services.

procurements because they do not have enough
resources or the right internal staff to do it themselves.
In addition, many state leaders may elect to outsource
system development so they can also outsource the
risk of failure. However, recent high-profile failures
seem to invalidate this perception, as many state
leaders were harshly criticized for the outsourced
systems. States also may choose a waterfall approach
because of the challenges of getting authority to hire
in time to meet grant deliverable timelines (such as
in states where the legislature meets only once every
other year) and federal limitations on spending funds
within a two- or three-year time span. Another factor
is institutional inertia in the full chain of contracting
and development, as shifting to an agile approach
(described below) requires adopting a different way
of doing the work at each level.28 Finally, there is
a federal law from 1995 that limits the number of
interviews that public servants (or contractors working
for the government) can conduct with members of the
general public to nine.29 The only way to conduct more
interviews with program participants for improving
user experience is to obtain clearance from the Office
of Management and Budget (OMB), which typically
takes about a year.
Agile software development is an alternative approach
that focuses on starting with small pilots, gathering
extensive user experience input, learning from the
testing, and then scaling the product or service
once it is working well. Agile software development
focuses holistically on continuous improvement
of the policy, process, technology, user journey,
and data management rather than on designing
information systems alone. Research and evaluation
are embedded in the development process, creating
a culture of learning by doing, testing, tracking
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metrics, and gathering feedback. The agile approach
to process improvement is common in the private
sector technology industry and draws from lean
manufacturing methods popularized by Toyota. Agile
methods have been widely adopted in the private
sector and adapted to business-process re-engineering
in the public and service sectors.30 Adopting an agile
approach does not necessarily mean that a state will
develop everything in-house, but it does require that
states have more internal expertise in several areas
than they generally do now so that they can oversee
the continuous improvement of their systems in the
long run.
Still, agile software development can be challenging to
adopt in the public sector for reasons such as:
•

Private businesses can fail, but the public sector
has to get it right or risk further declines in trust
and political support for the system.

•

The public sector has to be more accountable to
compliance and is highly regulated because public
resources are at stake, and public servants are
strongly motivated by the need to be responsible
stewards of public dollars.31

•

Performance measures make it hard to pilot new
approaches, because staff perceive a high risk
of failure on metrics, which could lead to cuts in
program funding.

•

Legacy processes and rules may need to be
rethought or removed. While onerous, many rules
and processes were created for a valid reason, so
staff may be hesitant to change them.
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Although a growing number of public servants
want to use agile methods, they often struggle
to accommodate them within their existing
administrative setup and organizational culture.
They may be constrained by factors such as rigid
procurement processes or budgeting rules designed
for waterfall software development methods.
Because agile methods disrupt routines of practice
and assumptions, some public servants may also
initially perceive them as a threat or a risk. In addition,
local governments or providers that are closest to
end users have the least funding and control over
most data systems. Getting sufficient buy-in for
innovative approaches from staff at multiple levels of
an organization can take a long time, which limits the
ability of local and state leaders to be responsive in a
crisis.
For example, in fall 2020, a local workforce
development board leader participating in our
roundtables asked permission from their state agency
to text UI claimants about job training and hiring
opportunities based on information from their profiles
that would indicate interest. They proposed an opt-out
option so that claimants did not receive messages if
they did not want them. The state engaged six highlevel staff in discussions, and after several months
there was still no formal approval. In April 2021, the
local leader found out that several other workforce
development boards in the state had been texting UI
claimants for months, using data from their UI profiles.
These other boards moved forward without the state’s
overt permission, opting to serve their community
as best they could and taking the risk that they may
violate a rule. As the board leader said, “When boards
ask permission instead of forgiveness, the boards
often lose as the state government can’t keep up with
rapidly changing circumstances. I don’t know anyone
who would say that texting folks about available
services is technologically advanced anymore.”
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3. Outdated policy, outdated legal
frameworks, and low capacity
In his campaign for president, Joe Biden signaled
that he is committed to an overhaul of our legal and
regulatory frameworks to bring data governance
into the 21st century. Broadly speaking, this was to
address a growing chorus of concerns about “bigtech” companies, as debates heat up about the lack
of accountability for social media platforms and their
impact on elections and social movements, data
ownership rights of the individual to choose datasharing preferences, racial bias and other ethical
problems associated with the use of machine learning
technologies, and the increased prevalence of security
breaches such as recent ransomware attacks. Many
privacy laws have not been updated since the 1970s—
well before the age of mobile apps, cloud services, big
data platforms, artificial intelligence, etc.32
“They’ve changed broad laws, but they have not
touched any privacy law,” one roundtable participant
who administers state data systems said. “I work on
downstream data systems, and I have to track about
10 laws that don’t exactly work with each other. Part of
the problem is that even though Congress made this
broad statement that we have to use data to inform
policy and research, they have hundreds of laws right
now that restrict it.”
The lack of a modern legal framework for protecting
privacy and monitoring the ethical and moral use
of data and new technologies is a major barrier to
using agile, because it elevates the perception of risk
associated with data-sharing among civil servants.
Some of the ID verification vendors that states use
rely on asking questions using data from either public
records or data aggregators, which are available to ID
thieves. High-profile incidents of ID theft and fraud,
including in the UI program, have discouraged many
government officials from authorizing data-sharing
due to fears that the data will be misused. New
America recently published a report analyzing possible
strategies to regulate and enforce data rights in the
U.S.33 The real cost of failing to develop an adequate
governance framework for data rights, security, and
privacy will come in the form of escalating long-term
risks of data breaches and further erosion of trust in
government.
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The high cost of maintaining 53 separate systems
and processes in labor and education programs—
combined with long-term underinvestment in state-run
legacy systems—has contributed to the widespread
use of antiquated technology, processes, and data
collection methods, as well as third-party custom
systems that states have limited ownership of. States
are often inclined to save funds for upgrades rather
than spending them if they are uncertain about the
availability of future funding or are concerned that
major upgrades can take attention away from already
underfunded direct services. The federal government
has attempted to push modernization of these
systems for more than 10 years. For example, the
National Association of State Workforce Agencies
(NASWA) UI Information Technology Support Center
has played a key role in providing technical support to
states modernizing their UI benefits and tax systems,
including efforts to help states respond to the
COVID-19 crisis. However, the most current data they
report indicates that fewer than half of states have
completed modernization of their systems.34
Decisionmakers sometimes also make the flawed
assumption that digitization is always better than
manual processes, or that the root cause of a problem
is the technology when it is actually a problem with
the process. For example, in their book “Power to the
Public,” Tara Dawson McGuinness and Hana Schank
describe a unified benefits form in Michigan that had
more than 1,200 questions, took many people two
hours to complete, and used up valuable staff time
to process each application.35 Simply moving that
form from paper to online would not necessarily make
it better. It took an intensive eight-month redesign
process that involved policy experts from multiple
programs, interviews with applicants, and user testing
before Michigan was ready to roll out a new form that
was 80% shorter. What matters most is not whether
the solution is electronic or automated, per se; the key
is having a clear idea of what would make the process
better and for whom.36
In addition, many states and local areas lack capacity
to recruit, train, and retain staff at competitive
salaries for key roles such as designers, data
analysts, software engineers, cybersecurity experts,
and business analysts (people who understand
both the technology and the policy side). One of the
value propositions of the public workforce system
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is to provide real-time intelligence to workers and
employers about what is happening in the labor
market, but with incomplete and flawed data from
the UI system and limited expertise to analyze
the data, the public workforce system is hobbled.
Building capacity for continuous improvement and
incorporating ongoing input from end users require
competencies, skills, and experience that most states
and local areas do not have internally. Additionally,
like the private sector, public sector programs struggle
with demographic shifts in their workforce, with a large
share of older workers likely to retire in the next five to
10 years and a limited pipeline of younger managers,
technologists, and workers to replace them.37
Finally, the infrastructure and fragmented setup
have significant implications for measuring and
assessing equity across programs, such as being able
to understand whether a given state or local area is
making equitable decisions about enrollment.38
In some states, technology (or the “IT department”)
is treated as an afterthought or supportive service
rather than as an integrated part of the process.
In many cases, roles such as designers who focus
on user experience or business analysts who
translate between technologists and policy staff
are nonexistent, and there are few data scientists in
government positions who understand data analytics,
machine learning, etc.
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“If you bring the technologists in at the front side, at
the state, local, tribal, and federal levels, and have the
policies and the technology work in partnership to say
how do we do this efficiently, they might actually be
able to find tradeoffs right away that would make it
easier for all of our systems,” a roundtable participant
from a state workforce agency said. The problem
is often also a cultural disconnect, in the sense that
technology staff and program decisionmakers tend to
speak different languages, so it is hard for each party
to understand the technical details of what the other
needs.
Although the first instinct when a system fails may
be to infuse a round of time-limited modernization
funding to each of the 53 states and territories,
previous rounds of one-off investment suggests that
this is not a wise approach—especially when the
program leadership and career staff are not engaged
as partners.39 A large, one-time infusion of funds
is unlikely to address the root problems and may
engender further mistrust in government. Large-scale,
one-time efforts deployed over a short time horizon
(e.g., two years) also make it harder to leverage
existing knowledge and assets that can be scaled—
typically these are the prototypes that have already
been through a long process of iteration. We need
to reimagine and rebuild these systems, aiming at
continuous improvement over the long run.
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4. Coverage gaps in UI wage records
There are serious gaps in coverage in the labor and
education data collected through UI wage records.40
Congress designed UI wage records for the purpose
of administering UI, which excluded many categories
of workers, such as self-employed individuals,
agricultural workers, or freelancers. UI wage records
were never designed to be used for a wide range of
other purposes beyond UI administration, such as
a required data source for measuring performance
of WIOA-funded programs. Collecting up-to-date
information about non-waged labor is challenging
due to the instability of the income that is common
in freelancing and gig work, and the best source is
currently tax data that only comes out once per year.
It is also a challenge to figure out who should pay
taxes to pay into the UI trust fund on behalf of workers
who are not employees, and the misclassification of
workers as independent contractors in many states
complicates this problem.
Because of this, there is little information to assess
what happened during the pandemic to gig workers,
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self-employed individuals, and others not covered in
the UI wage records. It is also challenging to measure
trends in non-waged work arrangements with the data
currently available.41 Because this data is the main
source for assessing state and local performance of
workforce programs, not including these workers in
the primary source dataset is likely generating a vast
underrepresentation of participant outcomes and also
serving as a disincentive for program staff to enroll
anyone who is interested in self-employment, gig
work, or entrepreneurship in services from our publicly
funded workforce programs.42
Few states capture occupation of employment in UI
wage records, which would show whether someone
was employed in the same occupation that they were
trained for and demonstrate occupational level shifts
in employment at a participant level. Additionally, few
states gather data on employer-based training and
learning activities, so it’s impossible to assess whether
or how the private sector is training employees or
how to target public training services based on data
analytics that can provide intelligence about what
types of investments are likely to be impactful.43
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WHAT CAN A CIVIC TECHNOLOGY APPROACH
BRING TO THE TABLE?
“Civic tech is a loosely integrated movement that brings the strengths of the private sector tech world (it’s people,
methods, or actual technology) to public entities with the aim of making government more responsive, efficient,
modern, and more just."
—Cyd Harrell, “A Civic Technologist’s Practice Guide”

T

he civic technology movement is rooted in the
notion that transparency and accountability in
government are key principles for maintaining
an effective democracy. As McGuinness and Schank
elaborate in “Power to the Public,” this ethic rose
to prominence in the early postwar period with
open government initiatives.44 Today, the civic
tech movement is largely focused on using digital
infrastructure to make government services and
processes (what Cyd Harrell calls “public digital
goods”)45 as good as private tech products and
services through collaborative partnerships with
civil service staff. It is also concerned with getting
more value out of the collected data—both inside
and outside government—because broken data and
information systems exacerbate unequal access to
information and pose a threat to our democracy.46
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Although open government and open data can go
hand-in-hand, Harlan Yu and David G. Robinson
highlight the dangers of assuming that open data or
code (the technology side) necessarily translates into
open government (the transparency of government
policies and processes).47
In the U.S., the civic tech movement remained a
decentralized, community-based movement with
several organizations hosting hackathons or launching
volunteer “brigades” to work on solving specific
challenges. However, when President Barack Obama
signed the Affordable Care Act into law and several
states launched health care exchanges that crashed, it
spurred a rush of technologists from the private sector
to volunteer to help fix them on a larger scale.
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During the Obama administration, civic tech became
more institutionalized through the creation of the U.S.
Digital Service and 18F, two federal programs that
provide support to federal agencies through temporary
assignments to transform a specific area of work.
Many countries, U.S. states, and cities have also begun
to institutionalize civic tech by establishing digital
innovation teams. For example, Chicago created the
first chief data officer, soon followed by New York and
Los Angeles.48 In addition, several private consulting,
philanthropic, and nonprofit organizations have paved
the way for government partners at multiple levels
to improve their services with user-centered design,
such as Code for America’s work on GetCalFresh, a
mobile app for accessing food assistance benefits in
California.
Despite this surge of activity and pilots at all level
of government, civic tech has faced barriers to
becoming more deeply institutionalized and influential
in government, and most programs and policies
are still designed without a deeply embedded usercentered approach. One challenge is that there are
limited resources to support cross-sector learning,
which civic tech relies on. Additionally, although the
movement has matured, it continues to struggle
with the “tech savior complex”—a form of hubris
that many technologists enter government with that
falsely assumes that a given problem can be solved

with tech or tech expertise alone, as opposed to an
approach that strategically emphasizes partnership,
co-design, and buy-in. This contributes to a broader
cultural disconnect between the types of environments
technologists are accustomed to working in and civil
service environments.
Third, like tech sector more broadly, the civic tech
movement is disproportionately made up of people
who come from privileged backgrounds and are
unlikely to understand the struggles of a given
program’s end users, whose lived experiences are
vastly different from their own. This effects the quality,
range, and accessibility of the resulting prototypes and
solutions.
Finally, on the government side, institutional inertia,
limited staff awareness or familiarity with new
technologies, resource scarcity, incentives structures
that reward compliance rather than “risky” innovations,
and the responsibility to steward resources carefully
have historically slowed innovation in government
(sometimes for valid reasons).49 Now that more public
sector leaders have bought into it, everyone seems
to want digital transformation immediately, but the
lack of resources and the lack of an overarching data
and security framework are barriers to public sector
deployment of new technologies such as machine
learning, cloud services, or data science.

Now that more public sector leaders have bought into it, everyone seems to want digital
transformation immediately, but the lack of resources and the lack of an overarching data
and security framework are barriers to public sector deployment of new technologies
such as machine learning, cloud services, or data science.
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Snapshot: What can the U.S. learn
from other countries?
How a government creates and uses digital
public assets is always embedded in the
particular institutional and legal framework
of a given country. The U.S. can gain fresh
ideas about how to deploy new technologies
and processes by stepping out of our own
institutional context to explore what other
countries are doing.
The U.K. digital service. The U.K. created its
first national digital service, the Government
Digital Service (GDS), in 2011. GDS creates public digital assets that can be shared with local and national
programs to streamline and support their operations.50 For example, GDS teams can create a template
for an intake form and then deploy it to local program offices through cloud services. This reduces the
duplication of effort, streamlines data collection methods to increase consistency and quality of data, and
offers the opportunity to improve accessibility for end users on a large scale quickly. In 2020, GDS published
its Government Functional Standards, a guide that outlines a government-wide set of operational principles
around technology for nontechnical leadership, including prioritizing end user needs, using shareable and
adaptable open standards, and employing agile systems development approaches.51
Estonia’s capabilities and COVID-19 responsiveness. Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Estonian
government had built one of the most sophisticated online government service delivery systems in the
world, known e-Estonia. All citizens are issued a digital ID, which can be used to securely access government
services such as voting and submitting taxes—an investment that paid off during the pandemic.52 Estonia
also developed a data exchange tool called X-Road, which facilitates fast and secure data exchange between
various governmental agencies and organizations.53 As lockdowns began, Estonians were able to complete
an estimated 99% of government services online, significantly minimizing service disruptions.54 In addition,
the government and startup community supported an initiative called Hack-the-Crisis, an online hackathon for
Estonians to find solutions for slowing the spread of COVID-19.55
South Korea’s labor market information systems. South Korea has developed sophisticated labor market
information systems to inform the government’s efforts to prepare citizens and businesses for rapidly
changing technologies. The Korean Labor Market Information System enables government officials to
generate and analyze big data through machine learning technologies to improve job matching between
job seekers and employers. A job training portal also offers users targeted information about learning
opportunities that are relevant to their background and interests. Their equivalent of UI is integrated into the
same platform, so firms and individuals can easily access information about work history or training and a
history of employer contributions to insurance.56
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THE ROLE OF DIGITAL SERVICE TEAMS IN A
CRISIS

A

lthough civic tech leaders previously had a
limited history of engagement with labor and
education programs, during the COVID-19
pandemic, they played a pivotal role in helping many
states stand up new UI programs quickly, often by
complementing rather than replacing old systems. For
example, civic tech leaders helped states figure out
how to make sure that the “front door” to services was
not crashing from overload; they also automated some
aspects of communication with applicants, including
a way for applicants to reset their password without
having to call in and speak with a person.
However, the sheer confusion that ensued as
states were trying to change their systems to
implement CARES Act changes while also serving an
unprecedented number of claimants exposed several
states to major instances of benefits fraud. Developing
a continuous improvement approach to data and
technology would make these interlinked systems far
more resilient and scalable in a crisis and will likely
reduce the risk of fraud and confusion at the same
time.
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There are early indications that the federal government
is reinvigorating its role in digital transformation
in the wake of the COVID-19 crisis and 2020
election. President Biden has signaled that digital
transformation is highly valued in his administration,
with several leading technologists on his transition
team and some key appointments of civic technology
leaders to federal agencies, such as Rebecca Piazza
from Nava.57 In addition, Sen. Ron Wyden (D-Ore.),
chair of the Senate Finance Committee, has two
technologists on his staff and, as of this writing, he
has introduced legislation for UI modernization and
state and local digital services teams.58 This proposed
legislation is promising because it builds on many of
the principles of civic tech discussed in this report.59
As the Biden administration and Congress begin
working in earnest to advance legislation that will
support improved service delivery through digital
transformation, the labor and education ecosystem
is top of mind because utter chaos still lingers on in
many state UI delivery systems. Helpfully, there are
existing efforts that federal and state leaders can build
on and learn from, some of which are profiled in the
case studies below.
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EXISTING EFFORTS TO INNOVATE AND IMPROVE
DATA SYSTEMS IN LABOR AND EDUCATION

T

his section contains several case studies
to illustrate how federal, state, and local
policymakers have creatively and effectively
tackled some of the challenges to digital
modernization outlined above. The case studies also
highlight remaining barriers facing such efforts that
further policy change could address. As the appendix
in this report demonstrates, there is an abundance of
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existing initiatives to transform digital infrastructure
in the labor and education ecosystem in the U.S., but
the coordination across them is low. The selected
cases shed light on a handful of such efforts and
were selected to show a variety of potentially scalable
approaches within different levels of government,
across agencies, and across state borders.
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Case study

JEDx: An opportunity to enhance and improve jobs and employment data
The Jobs and Employment Data Exchange (JEDx)
is a public-private initiative from the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce Foundation that seeks to modernize
America’s workforce data, starting with UI reporting
and enhanced UI wage records.60 The U.S. has two
comprehensive sources of earnings and hours data:
one from the IRS tax records and the second from UI
wage records that employers are required to report
quarterly.61 In general, annual IRS tax records data
are not frequent enough to provide actionable labor
market information, so UI wage records form the
backbone of labor market information infrastructure
in the U.S. for labor market research, program
performance, and calculating eligibility for UI and other
programs.
However, as noted earlier, UI wage records are
problematic in many respects. They exclude several
categories of workers; employers report their data only
once per quarter (typically in a manual format that is
error prone) and employers find the reporting process
onerous in many states; and states do not collect
consistent data, making it hard to rapidly implement
nationwide changes to programs in a crisis and
requiring employers with locations in multiple states to
set up multiple processes for reporting. Finally, despite
the fact that this data is required for documenting
performance across multiple agencies and programs,
data-sharing agreements to gain access to UI wage
records can take years, and the data suffers from
quality problems and delays.
Launched in March 2021, JEDx brings together state
workforce agencies, chambers of commerce, six
federal agencies, philanthropic leaders, and private
sector leaders from firms such as IBM, Indeed, and
the National Student Clearinghouse.62 The initiative
was motivated by a growing need across multiple
stakeholders—including private sector employers,
federal and state agencies, and researchers—to make
the process in which employers report employee
earnings to the state better by reducing reporting
burden, improving data quality, and expanding the
capacity for evidence-based decision making with
more real-time access to high-quality labor market
information.
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The T3 Innovation Network partnered with the HR
Open Standards Consortium (HR Open) to develop
public-private open data standards for employment
and earnings records. JEDx builds on the T3
Innovation Network’s project on public-private data
standards for employment and earnings records,
which could be integrated into employers’ HR
systems for more efficient collection, management,
and reporting of earnings and hours information and
adopted by employers and government agencies. The
standards include a data dictionary of over 200 data
elements, which was co-developed by employers, HR
technology providers, and federal and state agencies.
It also enables employers to automate wage record
reporting as part of their normal payroll reporting
process, while continuing to meet and even exceed
state reporting requirements. JEDx estimates that
these standards could be applied to at least 120 state
and federal surveys, reducing the reporting burden on
employers and improving the quality and frequency of
government labor market data.63
Federal and state leaders could build on JEDx’s work
by shifting to a multiple purpose data collection
platform that is semi-automated, rather than collecting
data in a more static way through multiple single use
streams. Having employer support for it from the
beginning is also key for making this modernization
effort politically viable.
Implementing a new platform would require adoption
of standardized data dictionaries across existing
surveys, which could introduce political challenges in
terms of getting states with different requirements to
agree to implement it. However, in long run, switching
to this model can benefit states by increasing the
share of UI benefits applications that are initiated
by employers, which would vastly reduce the effort,
administrative burden, and equity challenges that
states face because they are so dependent on
employee-initiated claims filing in their current
systems. It could also help states reduce fraudulent
claims.
As with any initiative involving data systems, scaling
this approach would require careful attention to the
regulatory and enforcement mechanisms required to
safeguard ethical data use and privacy protections.
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Case study

The Midwest Collaborative: A cross-state initiative to share data and practices
The Midwest Collaborative is a coalition of workforce
and education agencies from nine states that
seeks to advance the capacity for evidence-based
decisionmaking through interstate and interagency
data integration and knowledge-sharing.64 Established
in 2018, the Midwest Collaborative is convened by
the Coleridge Initiative, a nonprofit organization
dedicated to helping governments use data to inform
policy.65 The initiative was developed in response to
growing interest among state agencies and university
researchers across the Midwest in developing a more
regional approach to policy evaluation.
The Midwest Collaborative has allowed states to work
together to enhance their capacity for in-house data
analysis. In response to COVID-19’s unemployment
crisis, the collaborative developed a prototype
for a user-friendly dashboard displaying data on
unemployment, piloted in Illinois. The dashboard
shows near-real-time data on UI claimants, which can
be disaggregated by variables including geography,
industry, and educational attainment. American Job
Center staff are able to access this dashboard to
better understand who their claimants are, helping
them think through the skills claimants have that
could be transferrable to other sectors. Because the
portal was developed using open-source code, several
other states in the Midwest were able to replicate the
dashboard and adapt it to their needs.66

region, where workers often live in one state but
work in the other. As this data is also used to assess
program performance, it also allows programs in the
region the ability to more accurately capture their
outcomes even if someone moved to another state
for work.68 One roundtable participant identified the
need for more laboratory-like environments like the
ADRF, citing the important role it plays in states’
“organizing around problems and co-creating solutions
across different jurisdictions to reduce cost and scale
solutions.”
While the Midwest Collaborative has made significant
progress, federal and state privacy and data-sharing
laws continue to be a barrier to more integrated datasharing between states. For example, privacy laws
typically restrict external data-sharing to aggregate
data and prohibit individual-level data from being
shared, complicating efforts to integrate data across
state lines. In addition, the maze of relevant privacy
laws at the federal and state levels is complex and
requires significant expertise to ensure compliance.
Local areas are particularly limited in accessing data
and have not consistently been engaged in efforts to
improve data-sharing and usage, despite their role on
the frontlines serving job seekers.

The Midwest Collaborative’s partnership has
also enabled workforce leaders to share data
to develop regional strategies. Microdata from
several Midwestern states is housed in the
Administrative Data Research Facility (ADRF),
a secure, cloud-based platform that allows
approved researchers and government officials
access to confidential datasets.67 Through the
ADRF, states have control over their own data
but are also able to share it with researchers
or other states. This secure data-sharing can
facilitate greater regional collaboration. For
example, Illinois and Missouri, which both
house data in the ADRF, have been able to
analyze unemployment patterns in their border
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Case study

Vermont’s state-level initiative to securely link and share data across programs
The Vermont integrated online benefits application
is a state-led project that seeks to streamline the
process of applying for 37 health care and financial
benefit programs across the state. The application
was designed by the public benefit corporation Nava,
in partnership with the Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities, Code for America, and Civilia.69,70
Individuals applying for public benefits are often
eligible for multiple programs, but applications are
typically not linked, requiring applicants to submit the
same information multiple times to different agencies.
Seeking to address this problem, the integrated online
benefits application allows applicants to securely
submit documentation for multiple programs through
a single user-friendly platform that can be accessed
from a phone. The application also simplified work
processes for staff by making documents immediately
available, shortening the process time for each
application.
The state of Vermont developed the integrated online
benefits application through a modular contracting
strategy, breaking the project into 12 smaller pieces
rather than attempting a single costly, large-scale
systems overhaul. The vendor, Nava, was then tasked
with completing each module one at a time, beginning
with those modules designated as most important to
Siloed intake
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customer and employee satisfaction. This strategy
posed less risk in the event that the new technology
did not operate as planned, as Vermont had seen
with the state’s health insurance marketplace,
Vermont Health Connect. A modular approach also
facilitated faster adoption of specific tools as they
were completed. For example, Nava completed the
first module—a document uploader tool for Agency of
Human Services programs—in just four weeks. The
following elements were also critical to the project’s
success:
•

Human-centered design that incorporated
feedback from both applicants and staff.

•

Open-source code that could be easily adopted by
multiple agencies across the state and updated as
needs evolve.

•

Capacity-building training for staff, ensuring inhouse technologists were comfortable with the
new software and could make changes easily
without needing to consult the vendor about every
update.71,72

A lack of standardization of required data among
public benefits programs remains a barrier to
simplifying the application process in Vermont. All
states are subject to federal requirements around data
collection for each
benefits program
and often choose
E d u c a ti o n
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Case study

Rhode Island’s cloud-based solutions for rapid response to policy changes
The Rhode Island Department of Labor and Training
(DLT) was concerned about the surge of UI claimants
overloading their 40-year old legacy system during
COVID-19 lockdown.73 The state partnered with
Research Improving People’s Lives (RIPL)74 to lead a
collaborative project to find a solution.
Like most states, Rhode Island’s legacy systems were
developed before the Internet, so when COVID-19
lockdowns began, the systems could not handle a
large-scale surge in applications for UI benefits.75
Despite having this legacy system still in place,
Rhode Island became the first state in the country
to implement a claims filing process for Pandemic
Unemployment Assistance (PUA) claims, one of three
new programs that Congress created under the CARES
Act to extend UI to workers who were ineligible for UI
before the pandemic.76
Rather than procuring a custom solution, the Rhode
Island team decided to implement Amazon Connect,
a managed cloud services platform that uses Amazon
Web Services (AWS) to set up a cloud-based call
center. Planned and implemented in just 10 days, the
new call system allowed DLT to handle up to 2,000
calls at once. When capacity was reached, DLT staff
were also able to access data on how many individuals
attempted to call but were unable to get through.77
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Because PUA claimants are missing from the UI wage
records (which are normally used to verify earnings
and other information), each state needed a new
process to securely collect, store, process, and verify
PUA applicant information through tax records. To
build this, RIPL and AWS developed a cloud-based
process that included the following elements:
•

An open-source form-building library, Trippeto, that
allowed sensitive data to be stored securely in
compliance with relevant privacy laws.

•

Agile software development that could easily
respond to ongoing regulatory and operational
changes.

•

An automated process for notifying claimants of
errors in their applications, reducing the time staff
spent manually processing applications.

•

Technology from the American Bankers
Association that verified bank routing numbers
during processing to ensure submissions were
error-free.

•

An automated verification system that used
claimants’ tax records to confirm the income
submitted on their applications was accurate.78

The difficulty of sharing data between agencies
remains a barrier to implementing innovative solutions
like Rhode Island’s. Because data privacy laws forbid
sharing claimants’ tax records with another state
agency, RIPL and AWS needed to develop a second
cloud-based system hosted by the state’s Division
of Taxation to house the PUA income verification
process. While this was a clever workaround to
data-sharing challenges, policymakers can make this
process easier by allowing for greater data-sharing
between agencies, so long as appropriate security
measures are established.
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THE VISION: LABOR AND EDUCATION SYSTEMS
AS A ‘LIVING RESOURCE’

T

here is a growing sense of political urgency to
fix UI, but making a large one-time investment
in 53 separate state systems without a national
framework or conversation about data use and
ownership could backfire.
History tells us the one-off approach is expensive and
carries a high risk of failure. With a rapidly changing
landscape, we need holistic solutions that do not
require passing new legislation each time something
new comes up, and it is not functional for states
to wait five to 10 years for a third-party provider to
develop a custom system, only to learn it is outdated
by the time it is released. If we do not integrate
digital transformation and user experience into the
everyday process of administration at multiple levels
of government, we risk further undermining trust in
government and faith that our democratic institutions
can adequately respond to citizens’ needs.
We can draw from the case studies above to sketch
out a vision for a better way to approach digital
transformation in labor and education systems.
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A collaborative effort with clearly defined scope.
Each initiative involved a multi-stakeholder partnership
focused on addressing a problem with a clearly
defined scope. Each initiative sought to increase the
quantity, quality, and frequency of data collected at
scale, with less manual entry needed for staff and
end users. The initiatives were not top-down or highly
centralized, but one organization “owned” it by playing
an intermediary role in convening the partners across
agencies, states, programs, expertise, or sectors
(public/private) to solve the problem. The most
successful initiatives started small and then iteratively
scaled up with clear opportunities for user feedback
and input from stakeholders along the way.
A holistic focus on data, technology, use cases,
and process design. The initiatives were holistic in
terms of addressing the process, technology, policy
barriers, and data at the same time. The goal was not
necessarily to automate or digitize everything—it was
to make the process better overall and easier to use
based on the original goal.
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The need for a national blueprint and schema to
facilitate secure data-sharing and linking. Each case
study highlighted long-standing barriers to datasharing across programs, funding streams, states, and
federal agencies. Although the initiatives came up with
creative workarounds, in the long run, the cumulative
effect of workarounds can bog down processes with
unnecessary complexity while not necessarily making
the process more secure. A common data dictionary
across programs and agencies is a big-picture
imperative to truly achieve digital transformation
goals. This would build on the Foundations for
Evidence-Based Policymaking Act of 2018,79 facilitate
adoption of common intake forms, and reduce the
risk of lock-in for states when they procure custom
systems by maintaining a common set of data
elements and definitions across systems.
Cascading technological infrastructure allows data
use for multiple purposes and research questions.
New technologies, data collection and management
platforms, and continuous improvement methods offer
new opportunities to build decentralized ecosystems
that are based on a common blueprint and enable
secure sharing. States typically house their data
in-house by program, and any sharing occurs by
establishing a data-sharing agreement, which often
takes years to finalize. Cloud-based technologies and
data trusts allow for an administrative structure that is
distributed but structured around a consistent set of
data, programmatic, and security standards. It allows
civil servants at different levels of government more
access to the data they need, while establishing tiered
access permissions and automated links between
data systems to reduce security and privacy risks. It
also could allow employers, job seekers, and other end
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users to see their own personal data and access better
information about the labor market—in some cases,
data that can be catered to their unique background
and needs. This combination of consistency and
flexibility has potential to increase the frequency,
security, and quality of the information that is collected
and incentivize innovation and better use of data to
generate value for the end user while also reducing the
culture of fear around sharing data.
Expertise in user-centered design and agile methods
in a government context. Subject matter experts with
experience in user-centered product design in the
private and public sector technology environments
played an integral role in several case studies. For
example, the lead organizations that supported states
in their early response to COVID-19 and the CARES Act
changes had experienced staff who had been involved
with supporting the health care exchange rollouts or
had worked at either 18F or the U.S. Digital Service.
Many states do not have enough staff with this
expertise in-house, although that is starting to change.
The need for an updated framework to govern
privacy and security. Ensuring individual rights to
privacy and minimizing fraud and security risks has
grown more challenging and costly over time. States
had to stand up the PUA program quickly, and the
rushed implementation and lack of source data to
verify earnings for self-employed and gig workers
created new vulnerabilities to fraud. Although existing
privacy laws are in place for a valid reason, many
of them are contradictory and obsolete, and they
caused several of the initiatives in the case studies to
develop workarounds that, arguably, are not an optimal
solution.
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SITUATING THE DATA SYSTEMS AND PROCESSES IN
THE BROADER CONTEXT OF UNEMPLOYMENT REFORM

B

efore offering recommendations related to
data systems and processes, we want to
acknowledge the larger policy debates over
improving the UI program. For years, experts have
argued that the overall UI program needs serious
reform to reduce inequities in how states administer UI
and rebalance the authority between state and federal
governments.80 Under the existing program, states
have a high level of authority over how they administer
UI. Many experts argue that changing the balance
of power between the state and federal government
would secure a more sustainable financing structure,
more consistent and equitable access to benefits, and
an improved process of benefits distribution.81,82,83 For
example, two recent policy proposals advocate for a
nationally administered program and system, including
a range of options, from full federal administration
through the Social Security Administration to state
administration with national standards to limit
variation across states.84,85

We agree with most experts that the UI program
requires broader reforms to shore up the safety net for
a wider range of unemployed workers in the modern
economy and effectively keep aggregate consumer
demand stable in an economic crisis with automatic
triggers. Furthermore, we agree that a stronger role
for the federal government in ensuring the program is
more consistent across states is necessary. Increased
authority for the federal government would be greatly
beneficial for streamlining intake across programs,
reducing risk of vendor lock-in, distributing multistate
software services, creating responsive policy in an
emergency, and linking data securely across more
states and programs.
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However, total federal control over administration of UI
is not necessarily the best solution. It will be politically
challenging to make such a drastic change, and at a
systems level, such a massive change could backfire
because implementing such large, complex changes
at once would be likely to fail. In addition, federalizing
UI administration completely could make it harder to
keep sensitive data secure and undermine the goal
of increasing the focus on user-friendly access, given
how disconnected the federal government is from
ground-level user experiences.
The ideal setup would not depend upon Congress
or an administration to change. Instead, it would
encourage innovation at all levels within a unifying
governance framework for linking data and
protecting privacy. Cloud-based services, data
trusts, and other options allow a balance between a
nationally consistent data structure with distributed
administrative functions, some flexibility to innovate
at state and local levels, and cascading permissions
assigned by role within the system for minimizing
security risks.
“When we are looking at a national system that
addresses federal, state, and local needs, what we’re
looking for is systems that can cascade into each
other,” one of the roundtable members said. “It does
not mean a centralized, national system. What we’re
coming up with is a framework.”
Although this vision can be generalized to many areas
of policy and programming, there are also specific
challenges in labor and education systems that may
shape the priorities for digital transformation in the
ecosystem. At the moment, addressing backlogs in
UI benefits delivery and identity verification is still a
pressing need in most states.86
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Who benefits from better labor market information systems?
Job seekers

Enhanced labor market information and career navigation platforms could
address unequal access to information about jobs, careers, and how to get
started in a new field, such as information about internships, apprenticeships, or
professional networking opportunities. Unemployed and underemployed workers
can also benefit from easier and more equitable access to benefits, programs, and
services if the government prioritized user experience more.

Employers

The current requirements for employers to report employment data to states are
onerous and inconsistent. A shared data dictionary and options for employers
to semi-automate their reporting from payroll would reduce reporting burdens
while delivering higher-quality data, more frequent data, and more data fields. The
interface can also be a touchpoint for offering business services and technical
assistance to employers or reporting layoffs and hours reductions.

Local job center staff
or career counselors

A shared data dictionary across programs and a secure platform for linking
systems and designating permissions would allow local staff to reduce
duplicative data entry and develop coordinated intake across programs. More
recent labor market information and the capacity to disaggregate data by
occupation, industry, and geography would give local staff more information
to identify what jobs are growing and how to target employers for placing
candidates.

Program evaluators

Enhanced labor market data stored in an integrated platform would allow
programs to switch from individual evaluations over several years to a continuous
approach that provides timely information to policymakers and program
managers for targeting public investment. A unified platform that includes data
for self-employed, freelance, and other workers excluded from wage records
would improve the measurement of program performance outcomes.

Researchers

Better labor market information would improve the ability of researchers to assess
changes in the labor market by industry, occupation, and geography to inform
policy decisions. Enhanced and more timely information would be especially
valuable for understanding what is happening in labor markets during periods of
crisis, such as the pandemic.

General public

Better information about the labor market would empower workers and employers
to make decisions based on more accurate and timely information about their
local labor market; for example, information about whether or not there is a labor
shortage at a given time.

Source: Authors.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

T

he widespread failures of state systems to get
UI benefits out to qualified individuals quickly
during the pandemic has coalesced political
support around the goal of making these systems
better and finding a more cost-effective way of
maintaining them in the long run. However, there is a
danger that policymakers will focus on large, one-off
investments in UI technology in each separate state
and territory out of a sense of political urgency to
spend big and get fast results. This section provides
policy recommendations for how Congress and states
could approach digital transformation efforts with a
higher likelihood of success and cost-effectiveness.
The recommendations are rooted in the following
goals:
•

Reducing the administrative burden on end users,
including UI claimants, employers, program staff,
training providers, and researchers/program
evaluators.

•

Enhancing the ability to use the data in the
ecosystem for purposes beyond compliance
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reporting, such as real-time evaluation, more
accurate and timely labor market information,
and the ability to use data in the system to inform
program decisions.
•

Increasing the accessibility of services and
benefits, especially for individuals with multiple
barriers to employment and populations that have
historically been excluded from the UI safety net.

•

Enhancing security with updated infrastructure
and capabilities to respond in a more agile fashion
to rapidly evolving security threats.

•

Making it easier to scale software solutions and
data infrastructure across states and programs,
rather than relying on 53 custom systems and
duplicative data entry across programs, which is
costly and inefficient.

Our policy recommendations are focused in four areas:
national data standards, continuous improvement,
coverage, and security.
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There is a danger that policymakers will
focus on large, one-off investments in
UI technology in each separate state and
territory out of a sense of political urgency
to spend big and get fast results.

1. National data standards and data-sharing: Federal
policymakers should create an institutional “home”
for national data governance, and require that entity
to establish a national framework for collecting,
sharing, accessing, reporting, and protecting program
participant and employment data across states,
federal agencies, and programs in a consistent and
secure manner. Congress should authorize funding
to develop and maintain a shared data dictionary
across federal agencies such as the Department of
Health and Human Services, the Department of Labor,
the Department of Education, and the Department
of Commerce. These resources should be allocated
with a continuous and agile approach in mind. More
resources will be needed to build staff capacity to
protect privacy, improve security, and implement the
shared data dictionary and data-sharing vision across
federal agencies, states, and programs.
•

•

Convene an interagency, multi-stakeholder
task force to establish goals of a national data
framework and create a standardized data
dictionary for common data elements that are
collected across multiple agencies and programs,
building on the assets already created under the
Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking Act
of 2018. The task force can start by developing
a schema of data sources, data needs, and use
cases across programs and agencies.
Include technologists, designers, and legal/
procurement experts in the early stages of
the design of a national data framework and
standardized data dictionary to ensure that
the framework is feasible and aligned with the
technical and legal context for using it.
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•

Continuously build cross-state and cross-program
infrastructure for standardizing data collection,
streamlining intake forms, validating data, and
more through cloud services (“software as a
service”).

•

Consider the pros and cons of data storage
options that are more or less centralized visà-vis balancing the goals articulated above to
protect individuals’ data and generate more
value from data through secure sharing. For
example, consider the benefits, costs, and risks
of establishing a national data trust with tiered
permissions and clearly defined use cases
for individuals, local governments, and state
governments. Consider options for housing the
data trust, such as at a major public university
research center. Ensure the infrastructure for
sharing data across states integrates a way for
users to access their own information about their
cross-state earnings to make sure it is accurate.87

•

Learn from analogous data standards and datasharing frameworks in other areas of government,
such as the National Emergency Medical Services
Information System (NEMSIS).88 NEMSIS is a
collaborative national database housed at the
University of Utah for storing patient care data
from states and territories that enables local,
state, and national utilization of the data.

•

Create a process for continuously improving
and updating the national data framework and
ensuring that there is ongoing multi-stakeholder
and cross-agency input, technical assistance to
state and local governments, and balance between
the potential value of better data utilization for
authorized use cases and the evolving risks
involved with greater data-sharing and linking.

These recommendations can apply beyond the
labor and education ecosystem, but within it, we
recommend starting with a transition away from
relying on UI wage records as the primary source for
employment and earnings data and instead create a
new reporting and records system that is designed to
capture a wider, more frequent, semi-automated, and
more representative range of employment information.
The JEDx case study offers a starting point for
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modernizing employment data reporting and data
systems—the initiative has employer support because
it eases the reporting burden on employers yet still
has potential to vastly improve the frequency, quality,
usability, and security of this data for individuals and
local, state, and federal programs. UI programs can
pull relevant data from this source data as needed, but
other programs and users can also access data that is
more appropriate for their needs.
Congress should play a leadership role in mandating
or incentivizing states to develop partnerships around
implementing standard data dictionaries and more
streamlined data-sharing and validation procedures.
In addition, federal agencies can authorize grants for
business process re-engineering to adapt various
program processes to the updated data management
and collection model under the national framework.
This vision for a national data framework should
be utilized across congressional committees so
that it is incorporated into efforts to reauthorize
legislation throughout the ecosystem, such as WIOA,
the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program,
the Higher Education Act, the American Innovation
and Competitiveness Act, Temporary Assistance
for Needy Families, etc. Congress must ensure that
the ecosystem infrastructure and implementation
of the national data standards and data-sharing
framework is adequately funded to support state-level
implementation, research facilities, talent development
(e.g., staff training, apprenticeships), competitive
salaries, pilots and prototypes, learning communities,
business process redesign initiatives, and technical
assistance.
Even in the absence of federal action in establishing a
standard data dictionary, states can take steps such
as creating decision trees for data-sharing so that
legal counsel does not have to be involved in every
request. States can build on the examples in the case
studies to consider other ways of making their labor
and education data more customer-focused and more
efficient to maintain and update. States can also draw
on promising practices to link and share data for the
purpose of streamlining intake across programs, and
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they should consult with local areas and end users in
the process of piloting and improving common intake
forms.
2. Continuous improvement: Build the capacity
of states and the federal government to pursue
continuous improvement of labor and education data
systems over time, rather than making one-time large
investments in technology that are disconnected from
process redesign efforts and typically have limited
input from user experience.
To address the cultural challenge of risk aversion, high
failure rates of large outsource efforts, and high costs
of updating 53 separate systems, federal, state, and
local governments should shift how they approach the
development of technology and data systems in labor
and education programs. Shifting from waterfall style
to agile development of systems will require more
internal capacity at the state level in several areas of
expertise, including more resources for:
•

Technical assistance and training, including
training for legal, contracts, and procurement
staff so that they understand agile budgeting and
funding streams for technology projects, building
on tools such as the 18F software budgeting
handbook.89

•

Access to experts in digital services, such as the
support available through the U.S. Digital Service
and 18F.

•

Hiring and developing more expertise in areas
such as software engineers, business analysts,
designers, cybersecurity analysts, data scientists,
and cloud services (including competitive pay
schedules for those positions).

•

Cross-state learning activities and opportunities
to share the costs of continuous improvement
across more than one state.

•

Continued support for technical assistance, such
as the NASWA UI Integrity Center, including efforts
to directly include state-level innovators in the task
force for designing a national data framework.
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Other recommendations for shifting to a continuous
improvement model that balances the goals noted
above include:
•

•

•

•

Make a concerted effort to replace aging hardware
with more modern technology and migrate some
functions to cloud services, data trusts, and other
digital services that are more capable of handling
high volumes and have more sophisticated data
privacy and security capabilities.
Consider a gradual migration to a national data
trust and shared data dictionary for employment
and program participant data (see previous
section), as well as a user-friendly interface
for program staff, officials, and individuals to
extract data securely at an appropriate level of
confidentiality and aggregation depending on the
use case and research question.
Build on the achievements of the T3 Network,
Coleridge Initiative, and other existing multistakeholder initiatives that have laid important
groundwork.
Ensure that the learning community, cloudbased platforms for collaboration, and resources
for states are open source and accessible
for researchers and the general public, with
appropriate safeguards for protecting proprietary,
private, or sensitive data.

•

Convert existing state grants for state-level
innovation such as the Workforce Data Quality
Initiative to a formula funding stream for data
system innovation, so that each state has
resources to innovate, hire permanent staff,
and pilot solutions to address problems in their
ecosystem.

•

Consider ways of making supplemental data
available to more than one state and putting
processes in place for assuring the quality of
private data sets; and in the long run, create
higher-quality public data sets for employment
data such as hours worked, earnings, and benefits
receipt.
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States can reduce the risk of lock-in to custom vendors
by procuring smaller elements at a time, establishing
a standard data dictionary across programs, and using
open source clauses in procurement.90 Finally, states
should be proactive about launching public education
and awareness campaigns for their citizens to
increase digital literacy, including how to protect their
privacy and security online.
In the short run, states should focus on starting small
and augmenting their legacy systems to improve them
over time, guided by the following questions:
•

Who are you building for?

•

What are the short- and long-term goals?

•

Why make investments to share and use data?
What is the value proposition?

•

How do the value propositions and research
interests vary for different stakeholders?

•

What metrics will you use to track improvement
and assess equity in access and outcomes?

•

What can you learn from other states or analogous
digital transformation efforts in health care,
transportation, etc.?

Federal policymakers should mandate that states
do more to make useful data available securely to
local program leaders and data analysts, including
a process to regularly solicit research questions
and data needs from local leaders to ensure that
continuous improvement efforts incorporate their
needs and the needs of end users such as job seekers
and employers. Some states, such as Texas and Ohio,
already have a user interface for local program staff
to access disaggregated labor market information
from UI wage records and, in some cases, pull data to
send customized text messages to target groups of
unemployment insurance claimants.91 The Department
of Labor should mandate that states develop data
dashboards for local program staff and set guidelines
on how to ensure that the data available through
the interface is responsive to the data needs and
questions of local staff.
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3. Coverage: Develop a more comprehensive and
representative data source for employment data that
adequately captures information from individuals
who have historically been excluded from UI wage
records and for data elements that UI wage records
do not capture (such as occupation of employment
or employer-provided training) that would be useful
for career services program management and policy
research.
UI wage records were not designed to be used in all
the ways that they are currently required to be used
by different programs and education providers. At
best, they are a weak proxy for capturing performance
outcomes for the populations that the publicly
funded workforce system aims to serve due to the
high likelihood that program participants engage
in alternative work arrangements such as selfemployment, gig work, or freelance work either as
primary income or supplemental income to earnings
from a low-wage job. In order to include workers with
these non-wage forms of income in our safety net
and labor market information systems, we will need
to develop more robust data collection and validation
processes.
In the short term, state and local policymakers
can consider piloting partnerships with app-based
platforms that already capture many workers in
non-waged work arrangements to gather some
supplemental data for reporting and data analytics
purposes. There are several pilots emerging to
set up a system for gathering hours and earnings
data for gig, self-employed, and other workers who
are not captured in UI wage records, such as “The
Workers Fund”92 from the Workers Lab and Steady,
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and CalFLEXI, which pilots a platform that the U.K.
government developed for hourly workers for use in
the U.S.93 State leaders and policymakers can learn
from or take steps to support and expand a platform
once it has demonstrated success.
One challenge these services struggle to address
is that app-based and online services often leave
behind lower-wage workers and workers who are
less digitally connected. This represents a significant
gap in coverage from an equity perspective in public
policy. Private data sets also often suffer from similar
quality control problems, ethical issues with data
privacy protocols, or high costs to purchase the
dataset. Long term, it is worth piloting a public or
public-private effort to establish a data trust with more
comprehensive source data that improves coverage
and has consistent quality controls and security
protocols in place. The federal government can also
examine how self-employment programs gather and
track employment data from participants in the states
that have pilots to see if there is already infrastructure
in place to build on.
Improving the coverage of employment data that is
used to assess program impacts is important from an
equity perspective. There is going to be a persistent
disincentive for programs to enroll anyone who is
unlikely to engage in waged work because it is difficult
and time-consuming for the local program to get credit
for placing them in employment or meeting earnings
performance metrics if the participant’s earnings are
not in the UI wage records. Many of the job seekers
with the most barriers to obtaining a waged job have
more success in self-employment, entrepreneurship, or
freelance work, such as people leaving incarceration.
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4. Security: Update the national legal and regulatory
framework to clarify data ownership rights, security
standards, and privacy and data ethics assurance
processes; and make a concerted effort to update
existing data systems to handle confidentiality and
access protocols for a wider range of use cases than a
state-controlled administrative database allows.
Although state leaders who currently approve or deny
data sharing agreements are often reluctant to share
data out of valid concerns about security and privacy,
the lack of a more broad-based update to the federal
policy framework for data governance and outdated
technologies that store existing data is a significant
barrier in the long term to protecting the data of
Americans in the labor and education. Although
specific privacy laws and regulations are beyond the
scope of this report to recommend, the following
recommendations are particularly relevant to labor and
education data systems according to the participants
in our roundtables:
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•

Convene experts on privacy and security to
develop a modern regulatory framework that
balances the need for standards and protections
with constant changes and customized needs by
industry or area. Currently, the culture of datasharing is dominated by fears of risk rather than a
balanced sense of the value of sharing versus risk.

•

Establish a federal “home” for digital
transformation, privacy, and governance efforts,
such as proposals to create a new agency to
oversee digital rights and governance. The lack of
clear authority to oversee data governance creates
confusion and conflicting rules from one privacy
law to the next. State technologists often struggle
to comply with conflicting laws and regulations as
they administer programs.

•

Consider making sure that if deidentified data
is made available through data trusts or other
mechanisms, any algorithms that are developed
based on the data are open source and accessible
for regulatory agencies to assess for bias and
discrimination.
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CONCLUSION
The historic surge in demand for unemployment
benefits during the COVID-19 pandemic laid bare many
of the underlying problems that have been festering
for decades in labor and education data systems. The
growing chorus of outrage at how challenging it was
for states to get relief to the right people quickly and
the widespread instances of fraudulent claims are
creating a window of opportunity to reassess data,
technology, and processes in this ecosystem. In a fastchanging economy with large-scale disruptions like the
pandemic and the rise of new technologies that pose
new opportunities and privacy risks, it is time to start
on a long-term journey of improvement.

The members of our roundtable articulated a vision
for a labor market and education data ecosystem that
is “a living resource” and can evolve as technology
continues to change. Critically, this ecosystem should
embed user experience more fundamentally into the
process and, in doing so, better serve the workers
who have the most barriers to employment and
workers we have historically excluded from our safety
net. It is time to put this vision of ongoing digital
transformation into action to restore basic trust in
government.

This ecosystem should embed user experience more fundamentally into the process and, in
doing so, better serve the workers who have the most barriers to employment and workers we
have historically excluded from our safety net.
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APPENDIX
A sample of existing initiatives focusing on improving
data quality, use, and alignment:1

NASWA Workforce Information Technology Support
Center (WITSC)

The Coleridge Initiative

The National Association of State Workforce Agencies
(NASWA) provides technical assistance for state WIOA
program partners through WITSC in the form of online
resources for state workforce agencies, including
a knowledge exchange library, a repository of state
technology systems used to deliver WIOA services,
and crowdsourced procurement language.

Started at New York University, the Coleridge Initiative
is a nonprofit data democratization project that
works to improve the use of data in governance and
policymaking. Their collaborators include nonprofits,
universities, private companies, and government
agencies. The initiative provides their Applied Data
Analytics programs to government agencies and their
employees to teach data use in decisionmaking to
policymakers at all levels of government.
RehabData Workgroup
Under the U.S. Department of Education, the
RehabData Workgroup is a multi-stakeholder
workgroup composed of the Rehabilitation Services
Administration, Council of State Administrators of
Vocational Rehabilitation, National Council of State
Agencies for the Blind, and vocational rehabilitation
(VR) administrative agencies. The workgroup began
in 2019 to improve the use of data in VR programs
to “tell the story” of program effectiveness and
improve reporting and evaluation for programs
that serve people with disabilities. The workgroup
created the “ReThink VR Performance” initiative in
2019 to develop and distribute tools and information
that state VR agencies may use to assess program
performance using existing data collected by VR
programs. This data is also used to report required
Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA)
performance measures and track program integration
and co-enrollment between VR and other WIOA core
programs.
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Results for America’s Evidence in Workforce Lab
Results for America (RFA) is a nonprofit organization
focused on providing policymakers the ability to make
data-driven decisions. Their State and Local Workforce
Fellowship brings together select state- and municipallevel workforce practitioners. Through this fellowship,
RFA has created the Evidence in Workforce Lab as
a research and outreach community that provides
recommendations to governments on executing
evidence-based workforce policy proposals.
Data for the American Dream
Through funding and support by Schmidt Futures and
other philanthropic entities, the Data for the American
Dream initiative supports efforts to expand access to
workforce system data for public and private agencies,
with the intent of improving job seeker and student
tools for navigating and accessing opportunity.
The Midwest Collaborative
A region-specific collaboration through the Coleridge
Initiative, the Midwest Collaborative brings together
universities and education and workforce agencies
to build integrated data systems that can respond to
labor markets stretching across state jurisdictional
borders.
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The T3 Innovation Network
The T3 Innovation Network supports emerging
technologies and collaborations in the workforce and
talent development ecosystem. A network of over 500
organizations, it builds off existing U.S. Chamber of
Commerce Foundation initiatives, including:

•

•

Jobs and Employment Data Exchange (JEDx):
A partnership between the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce Foundation and the HR Open
Standards Consortium to create and promote
public-private standards for job descriptions and
postings. JEDx aims to improve and streamline
how employers report data to the government,
produce better longitudinal jobs data, and better
allow employees to verify work history and
eligibility for government benefits.
The Learning and Employment Record Resource
Hub: The hub supports learning and employment
records (LERs) pilots to improve and standardize
integration between education and employment
data through public-private partnerships. LERs
aim to address labor market signaling failures that
stem from overreliance on a traditional college
degree as a proxy for skill in the hiring process,
which excludes the majority of U.S. residents and
citizens that do not have a four-year degree. LERs
help employers more efficiently identify, select,
and verify job candidates based on skill and
education levels (not degrees alone), and they help
workers and students signal skills and experience
in the labor market beyond what a degree alone
can signal (e.g., on-the-job learning, military
experience, etc.).

The Workforce Data Quality Initiative (WDQI)
A partnership between the departments of Labor and
Education, WDQI works to develop and/or enhance
longitudinal databases that integrate education and
workforce data. With a focus on supporting states in

their efforts to build longitudinal data systems that can
follow students from school to a career, WDQI offers
grants and technical assistance to state governments
working to build their capacity and data systems.
The Beeck Center’s State Software Collaborative
The Beeck Center’s State Software Collaborative
at Georgetown University helps states collaborate
on the creation of similar software systems across
jurisdictions, such as those that run unemployment
insurance or Medicaid. The collaborative aims to help
develop and build software that can be tailored to
individual states’ needs and eliminate the need for 50
distinct procurement processes states all go through
to build similar systems.
Credential Engine
Credential Engine is a nonprofit organization mapping
the landscape of U.S. credential availability to provide
businesses, governments, and job seekers the ability
to access consistent information about career
pathways and credential data. The organization
provides web-based services to help stakeholders
build credential registries, including tools to build
common description languages, compare credentials
within and between industries, and support
customizable search features within repositories.
Integrated Benefits
Integrated Benefits is a digital transformation program
run by Code for America, the Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities, Nava, and Civilla. It aims to improve
the accessibility of social benefit programs; for
example, by consolidating states’ food assistance
and cash benefits applications into one form. The
program is active in five states, partnering with state
government and civic tech organizations to streamline
how individuals access benefits and how states deliver
services and assistance.

This is not an exhaustive list of initiatives. There are multiple national, state, and local initiatives focused on data integration
and better use of data in labor and education system, and we strived to identify and include some of the largest examples.
Furthermore, 18F and the United States Digital Service are federal government organizations that assist with data transformation
projects on an ongoing basis, and it is worth noting their role even though they are not an initiative per se.

1
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Key data systems that are in use in labor and post-secondary education programs
Type of systems

Description

Users

Unemployment insurance
wage records

Employers are required to report quarterly earnings,
hours, demographic data, industry data, and
occupational data for their employees to the state.
This data is used to provide detailed labor market
information, inform labor market research, assess
performance of education and labor programs, and
maintain records for taxation, UI benefits, and labor
law purposes.

Employers as providers
of data, and a wide range
of end users access
it at different levels of
aggregation.

Labor exchanges

States maintain labor exchanges to match job
candidates with openings and track participation
in employment services programs. The systems
include applicant resumes, cover letters, and
demographic information; employer job postings
and company information; and resources for job
searching and training opportunities.

Individuals using American
Job Center resource
rooms, online services,
or partner programs;
employers posting jobs or
job fair content; staff from
state or local agencies.

Case management and
participant tracking
systems

States and local areas maintain digital (and
sometimes paper) case management systems
for conducting program intake and tracking
participants in a wide range of programs, including
demographic data, eligibility data, services
received, training participation, case notes, and
documentation. In most states, there are separate
systems for different programs, and some are
operated at the state level while others are locally
procured and managed. They are not typically linked
with other programs, and most often use different
data dictionaries, intake forms, and data validation
processes across programs.

Program staff and
managers.

Unemployment benefits
systems

States maintain systems for processing,
adjudicating, and delivering unemployment
insurance benefits claims.

Unemployed workers,
employers, and state
agency staff and
managers use these
systems.

State longitudinal data
systems

The Department of Labor and Department of
Education have issued grants to many states
to develop longitudinal data systems that strive
to integrate education and labor data systems
to better understand labor market outcomes of
education programs and how they vary for different
types of learners.

State labor and
education agency staff
and managers; in some
cases, third-party data
partners such as university
research centers.
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The Brookings Institution
Justine S. Hastings
Board Director
Research Improving People’s Lives

Josh Hawley
Director
Ohio Education Research Center

Andrew McGough
Executive Director
Worksystems

Dr. Angela Jackson
Managing Partner
New Profit

Sean Simone
Director, Research and Evaluation
Heldrich Center for Workforce
Development at Rutgers

Aimee Jahnke
Business Analyst: IS Business
Kris Stadelman
Automation Specialist
Executive Director
Wisconsin Department of Workforce NOVAworks – Silicon Valley
Development
Jason A. Tyszko
Waldo Jaquith
Vice President of the Center for
Fellow
Education and Workforce
State Software Collaborative at
U.S. Chamber of Commerce
Georgetown University
Foundation
Scott Jensen
CEO
Research Improving People’s Lives
Adam Leonard
Director of Operational Insight
Texas Workforce Commission
Alyssa Levitz
Enterprise Program Advisor
U.S. Department of Labor
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Michael Vente
Senior Director of Research and Data
Governance
Colorado Department of Higher
Education
Kristin Wolff
Senior Associate
Social Policy Research Associates
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MORE INFORMATION
About the Brookings Institution:
The Brookings Institution is a nonprofit organization devoted to independent research and policy solutions. Its
mission is to conduct high-quality, independent research and, based on that research, to provide innovative, practical recommendations for policymakers and the public. The conclusions and recommendations of any Brookings
publication are solely those of its author(s), and do not reflect the views of the Institution, its management, or its
other scholars. Brookings is committed to quality, independence, and impact in all of its work. Activities supported
by its donors reflect this commitment.

About the Brookings Metropolitan Policy Program:
The Brookings Metropolitan Policy Program delivers research and solutions to help metropolitan leaders build an
advanced economy that works for all. To learn more, visit brookings.edu/metro.

For more information
Annelies Goger
David M. Rubenstein Fellow
Brookings Metropolitan Policy Program
agoger@brookings.edu
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